
 

   1زبان انگليسي 

Part A: Grammar & Vocabulary 
1- My brother doesn’t drive carefully. He ....................... a terrible accident in the near future. 

1) will have 2) is going to have 3) won’t have  4) was going to have 
 

2- “How was your trip to Yazd?” 
“It was ..................... . I’m going to go there again.” 
1) really amazing 2) more amazing 3) much amazing 4) much more amazing 
 

3- He said he had a great time in London, but he didn’t give any ....................... about his trip. 
1) details 2) schedules 3) choices 4) additions 
 

4- When your computer gets old, and you want to buy a new one, consider ....................... it to a local school. 
1) modernizing 2) collecting 3) comparing 4) donating 
 

5- In my ......................., he is the greatest sportsman in Iran. 
1) wonder 2) opinion 3) truth 4) brain 
 

6- I didn’t feel that this was a/an ....................... time to mention the subject of money. 
1) regular 2) appropriate 3) hopeful 4) visible 
 

7- If you don’t know the ....................... between two words, your dictionary can help. 
1) information 2) importance 3) difference 4) pronunciation 

Part B: Cloze Test 
According to some experts, the younger people are basically different from the older ones. The old do not 
understand all the problems of the …(8)… world. On the other hand, the younger people have grown up with 
these problems and are …(9)…worried about them. The older people still …(10)… the business organizations, 
government and education. The younger people want to make changes in these …(11)…to fit the needs of 
modern society. 

8- 1) modern 2) common 3) amazed 4) proper 
 

9- 1) freely 2) orally 3) correctly 4) deeply 
 

10- 1) defend 2) consider 3) control 4) capitalize 
 

11- 1) hints 2) areas 3) elements 4) movements 

Part C: Reading Comprehension 
It may be interesting for us to know something about birds. Birds do not fly high up in the sky because the thin 
air there does not hold them up and also it becomes difficult for them to breathe. They fly near the ground so 
that they can see where they are and look for places they know. Some sea birds fly so low over the sea that waves 
often hide them. There is a short distance between summer and winter homes of some birds while others fly 
thousands of miles. Many birds fly at night so that they can rest and eat during the day. They know when to fly 
south. Perhaps, cold weather and shorter autumn days tell them when to migrate. They fly south because they 
know when winter comes, there will be little food left for them to eat in the north. But there, they can find plenty 
of insects, seeds and fruit to eat. Still, we do not know many things about birds.  

12- According to the passage, some birds start to fly south in ....................... . 
1) autumn 2) spring 3) summer 4) winter 
 

13- Birds do not fly high up in the sky because they can’t ....................... there. 
1) breathe well 2) eat and rest 3) look for places 4) find insects 
 

14- Some birds fly at night because they ....................... . 
1) are able to fly much faster than day 2) are afraid of flying during the day 

3) can find food in daylight better 4) can breathe more easily at night 
 

15- The word “there” in line 7 refers to ....................... . 
1) the north 2) the south 3) the sky 4) winter home 


